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About Inkit

Inkit is a Reach Enablement Platform (REP) built for teams that 

recognize the value and importance of reaching and engaging 

with customers. 

We provide teams with technology and tooling that can be 

quickly embedded into existing infrastructure to autocomplete 

and verify customer addresses, deliver automated and 

personalized campaigns, and render paperless documents at 

scale.

Businesses across every industry — from retail and ecommerce 

to financial services and healthcare — use our technology to 

reach and communicate with their customers.

Inkit is headquartered in Minneapolis, Minnesota.                           

Visit us at www.inkit.com.

Our mission is       
to help the world's 
best businesses 
reach their 
customers.

http://www.inkit.com


About Inkit Products

Inkit Render generates and manages PDFs and other 

paperless file formats from HTML cutting the cost of building 

and maintaining through a robust and scalable API.

Inkit Verify enables engineers to add address autocomplete 

and verification to existing shopping carts with just a few lines 

of code.

Inkit Send integrates with your CRM and existing tools to 

automatically deliver direct mail and other types of printed 

customer communications based on specific actions or events.
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Inkit Brand Colors

Accent Teal

#5CDBD3                    

92, 219, 211

Inkit Purple

#5757F5                     

87, 87, 245

Render Blue

#57A6F5                     

87, 166, 245

Send Red

#F55757                     

245, 87, 87

Verify Yellow

#F5F557                     

245, 245, 87

Inkit Charcoal

#2B2A35                         

43, 42, 53

Inkit White

#FFFFFF                      

255, 255, 255



Michael McCarthy

Michael is the CEO and Founder of Inkit, a Reach 

Enablement Platform (REP), which provides teams 

with APIs to autocomplete and verify customer 

addresses and render paperless documents securely 

at scale. Businesses across every industry — from 

insurance to healthcare — use Inkit to reach and 

communicate with their customers.

Previously Michael was an investment banker at U.S. 

Bank and held positions at Bank of America and 

Northwestern Mutual.


